Conversational Question Answering

Passage:
Rawls derives two principles of justice from the original position. The first of these is the Liberty Principle, which establishes equal basic liberties for all citizens. “Basic” liberty entails the freedoms of conscience, association and expression as well as democratic rights. … Thus participants would be moved to affirm a two-part second principle comprising Fair Equality of Opportunity and the famous (and controversial) difference principle. This second principle ensures that …

Observation 1: Way of Feeding in History

Question
Answer
Previous answer
Distance to previous answer in words.

Observation 2: Short Distance between Answers

Example:
Answer 1: The first of these is the Liberty Principle, which establishes equal basic liberties for all citizens.
Answer 2: Establishes equal basic liberties for all citizens. ‘Basic’ liberty

Can QuAC & CoQA well reflect content understanding?

3 Training & Testing Settings to Verify It

Conclusions:
Previous models may not understand the content of conversations.
Content understanding is not well reflected by current metrics (e.g. F1).

The first of these is the Liberty Principle, which establishes equal basic liberties for all citizens.